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Career Tip: Forge Friendly Relationships And Career Tip: Forge Friendly Relationships And 
Become An Outstanding PerformerBecome An Outstanding Performer

You have an extremely lucky year ahead of you! Even

the rare few obstacles that pop up will not hold you back—

you’ll  make  breakthrough  after  breakthrough  and  show

amazing  progress!  The  lucky  star  “House  of  Riches”

appears  in  your  chart,  bringing  great  advances  to  your

career. Grab the chances you’re given and you’ll gain both

prestige and assets. If you have an important exam ahead

of  you,  expect  excellent  scores—but  this  may  invite

jealousy, as evidenced by the “Unlucky Aura” star in your

chart,  so  try  not  to  act  too  arrogant  despite  all  your

successes. 

The lucky star “Integration” is present in your chart

this year, signifying abundant support from colleagues and

supervisors. This will be very helpful for getting ahead in

your workplace—but do remember that the relationships

you  form  in  your  work  life  can  affect  a  lot!  Expect

promotions  and  raises—the stars  tell  us  that  your  hard

work shall not go unnoticed. People born in the year of the

dog and, to a lesser degree, people born in the year of the

rooster,  will  be great  help  in  your career advances this

year. Forge sincere work relationships with them and your

work process will  be sped up in leaps and bounds! The

luckiest career choices for you this year are those related

to “water” and “earth”.

Finance Tip: A Lucky Year, Perfect For Making Finance Tip: A Lucky Year, Perfect For Making 
InvestmentsInvestments

Your  finance  fortune  is  on  the  rise  this  year!  Your

regular income remains stable, and you can also expect to

earn  more  from  other,  surprising  means.  But  if  these

means involve any sort of gambling, remember not to get

addicted, or you’ll end up worse off than you began with.

Investments this year will be fruitful, and we recommend

looking at multiple diverse options at once, for example

starting your own company or purchasing real estate. Just

try not to go overboard! This is a good year for working

with  someone  else  to  start  a  new  company  or  make

investments, but choose your collaborator carefully or the

results may not be as good as you has hoped. Expect to

have your finance fortune rise even more in the second

half of the year!

Health Tip: Take Care Of Your Stomach And Health Tip: Take Care Of Your Stomach And 
Spleen, And Watch Out For Contagious DiseasesSpleen, And Watch Out For Contagious Diseases
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Your health situation is rather complicated this year.

You may be prone to catching small illnesses and should

get abundant rest to avoid small ailments turning into big

ones.  Take  care  of  your  stomach  and  spleen  well,  or

something serious may happen to them. Watch out

for  contagious  diseases  around  spring  and

summer.  Be  extra  careful  with  personal

hygiene, and stay away from disease-affected

zones if possible. The “Dark Death” star is in

your  chart  this  year,  so  take  care  when

driving  at  night,  especially  during  the

summer.

Relationship Tip: Love Is In TheRelationship Tip: Love Is In The
Air, But Don’t Go AroundAir, But Don’t Go Around
Flaunting ItFlaunting It

This  is  a  good  year  for  forging

relationships for you. Take this  chance

to expand your social circle, as this will

benefit  both  your  work  and  private  life.

This  is  also  a  great  year  for  meeting  potential  future

partners.  If  you  feel  the  spark,  try  cultivating  the

relationship carefully  and see where it  goes—very likely

somewhere  good!  But  don’t  go  around  flaunting  your

progresses  in  love,  as  that  will  only  bring  unnecessary

complications.

Ox: Twin Kirins And A SealOx: Twin Kirins And A Seal
The kirin (Chinese unicorn) is traditionally known as

one of the four immortal spirits in Chinese myths,

famed for their bright aura. That’s why you

can almost  always  find  kirins  embroidered

on  the  court  robes  of  ancient  ministers!

The  official’s  seal,  on  the  other  hand,

represents  the  power  and  privileges  of

someone  in  a  high  administrative

position. Therefore, this charm, with two

kirins big and small plus an official’s seal,

is an excellent symbol of luck.

This is an extremely lucky year for

those born in the year of the ox. Your

lucky stars are shining upon you! You’ll

feel greatly inspired and motivated in your

work,  making  this  the  perfect  chance  to  advance  your

career like you’ve always wanted. This “Twin Kirins and a

Seal” charm, placed facing the west (or in the west of your

home/office), will help you navigate the year of 2020 and

bring you great luck.
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